• Thanks for the learning opportunity; sorry for the lack of expertise • Just some questions and observations
• (quick summary) Diamond-Dybvig type 3-period model: investors "flight to quality"; banks "excess liquidity"; policy recommendation: central bank to adopt a "leaning against liquidity" approach Some questions for discussion…
• Did Greenspan adopt a "leaning against liquidity" policy in 1987? After "internet bubble burst"? Greenspan creates the "housing bubble"? ( Taylor into consideration, will it "help" the market to "pin down" certain prices (including interest rates), or more confused? • pro-active vs reactive policy? (Dupor, 2001, JET) SORRY for self-advertisement!
• Monetary policy affects different real estate related-assets differently (depending on the regime) (see Chang, Chen and Leung, JREFE, forthcoming) • Idea: when the central bank changes the mpolicy, term structure will change, which can magnify or dampen the original effect.
(figure from Gary Gorton's book)
Why the recent global crisis so severe? • Gorton (2010, p. 13-14) "Since 1934, when deposit insurance was adopted, until the current panic-a span of almost 75 years-there had been no banking panics… What gave us almost 75 years of relative quiet in banking? What has changed?..."
